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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-. 
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Stick & Rudder



Test Pilot



Airspeed Calibration



IN THE LAST INSTALLMENT OF “TEST time it took to travel that disPilot” we described the groundtance. course procedures for performCourse Length VG = 0.5925 x ing your airspeed calibration ET flight tests. Flying reciprocal headings at a steady observed In this equation, Course Turning test data into useable information Length airspeed and constant altitude is in feet, ET is in secwith less than 5 knots of nononds, and 0.5925 is a correcED KOLANO gusting wind allowed you to tion factor to have the ground average the two ground speeds, speed (V G ) in knots (use so you can treat the result as your av- flight test and post flight filled in, 0.6818 for VG in mph). Plugging our erage true airspeed. This month we’ll which we’ll use to work through the sample data from the first data row take the data from a series of test runs data reduction process. Notice that in the grid into this equation, we get: and turn it into a plot of calibrated the six columns on the left side are 7890 VG = 0.5925 x = 166.87 airspeed (VC) versus observed airspeed identical to the sample data card we 40.0 (VO) for your airplane’s flight manual. used last month. The entries in these During each of your test runs you columns were made during your test Repeat this V G calculation for recorded your VO, pressure altitude flight between runs. We’ll use the every test run, and enter the results (PA), outside air temperature (OAT) 120 knot V O data (first two data in the ground speed column. and the elapsed time (ET) required to rows on the grid) during our data reLet’s talk about wind for a minute. fly between your start and finish duction explanation. Comparing the ET and V G for the first set of reciprocal heading runs, check points. You also made a note of you’ll note a difference of 3.1 secyour airplane’s external configuration Ground Speed for the test. A stickler for documenta- You calculate each run’s ground onds and about 10 knots. That’s betion, knowing you will spot check on speed the same way you would when cause there was a steady 5-knot wind another flight, you calculated your flying cross-country—divide the dis- during the test—a direct head wind airplane’s weight before and after the tance by the elapsed time. Knowing during the first run and a direct tail test flight and made an estimate of its the course length, 7,890 feet in our wind during the reciprocal run. example, and the ET for test run, you Had this 5-knot wind been a direct average weight during the test. Figure 1 is a suggested data grid, can calculate the ground speed by di- crosswind, the actual distance travcomplete with the hypothetical viding the distance traveled by the eled during the run would have been



Gear Position Up Up Up Up Up Up Up Up Up Up



Test Data Elapsed Observed Time Airspeed (sec) (kt) 0 40.0 120 0 36.9 120 0 35.1 140 0 32.9 140 0 30.4 162 0 28.5 162 0 48.0 100 0 43.6 100 0 56.5 85 0 50.3 85 Course Length (ft) = 7890



Flap Position



Pressure Altitude (ft) 1200 1200 1250 1250 1200 1200 1200 1200 1250 1250 Figure 1
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OAT (deg C) 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 12 11



Calculated Data Ground Avg Gnd Vc Vc Speed Speed (table) (eqn) (kt) (kt) (kt) (kt) 116.87 126.69 121.78 120.20 120.21 133.18 142.09 137.64 135.74 135.74 153.78 164.03 158.90 156.57 156.58 97.39 107.22 102.31 100.80 100.81 82.74 92.94 87.84 86.47 86.48 Average Weight (lb) = 1475



VG1 + VG2 116.87 + 126.69 = = 121.78 2 2



3 Average VG =



the pressure (P) that corresponds with the pressure altitude during your test run along with the V T (ground speed in Figure 1) and OAT to calculate VC with Formula 4. In this formula, P is in pounds per square foot (lb/ft2) as presented in Figure 2, OAT is in degrees C, V G and VC are in knots, and 0.369 includes the necessary standard sea level values of pressure and temperature to simplify the equation. Using data from our example grid and Figure 2, it looks like Formula 5. Notice the VC (table) in Figure 1 for this test run is 120.20 knots, but the calculated value is 120.21. This discrepancy of 0.01 knots is caused by the interpolation of P from the table in Figure 2 for the example calculation. The VC in Figure 1 was calculated using a standard atmosphere table, which is more accurate than simple interpolation. When you



4 Vc = 0.369 x VG x FORMULA



Test Pilot



P OAT + 273.15



5 Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x



2026.12 = 120.21 10 + 273.15



6 Vc =



16.976 x 121.78 x (1 - 6.8756 x 10-6 x PA)2.628 OAT + 273.15



7 Vc =



16.976 x 121.78 x (1 - 6.8756 x 10-6 x 1200)2.628 = 120.21 10 + 273.15



consider that 0.01 knots represents a difference of about 1 foot per minute (less than three airplane lengths after an hour of flying), it’s probably not worth worrying about.



Equation-only Method If you don’t have access to standard atmosphere tables, dislike interpolating, or prefer to do the entire data reduction with your calculator, start with Formula 6. Again, VG and VC



are in knots, and OAT is in degrees C. PA is in feet, just as you recorded it on your data grid. The numerical values account for the necessary standard sea level values of pressure, temperature, density, temperature lapse rate, and a bunch of other constants to simplify the equation. Plugging in the data from our example grid, we have Formula 7. By comparing the calculated values of VC (table) and VC (equation) in Fig-



EAA’s Countdown to Kitty Hawk Countdown to Kitty Hawk Mug Celebrate EAA’s Countdown to Kitty Hawk with this commemorative mug. E16711 $5.99 The Bishop’s Boys Written by Tom Crouch, this biography tells a tale within a tale by skillfully intertwining the story of inventing the airplane and family. F12933 $21.95 Kitty Hawk Camp Shirt Make a fashion statement in this 100% cotton fabric that contains a collage featuring the Wright Brothers and Kitty Hawk. For XXL add $4. Tan F21112 MD – XL $48.99 Blue F21116 MD – XL $48.99 Commemorative Coin This commemorative coin celebrates the centennial of flight as well as the birthplace of Wilbur Wright. F13530 $34.99 This is just a small sample of our Wright Brothers merchandise. Please stop in our gift shop, visit our website,



Or to Order Call: 800-843-3612 Outside U.S. & Canada call (920) 426-4800 Visit us on-line at eaa.org, or send your order by mail to:



EAA Mail Orders P.O. Box 3086 Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086 Major Credit Cards Accepted • WI residents add 5% sales tax • Shipping and handling Not included



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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ure 1, you can see either way works fine. Which method you choose may depend on how sophisticated your calculator is, but it really comes down to personal preference. Repeat the entire data reduction procedure for your remaining test data pairs, and your data grid should look like Figure 1. Naturally, your table probably won’t have two V C columns (unless you decided to use both methods). Now it’s time to turn your data grid into something more pilot-friendly.



A Picture’s Worth 103 Words Remember, the reason for going through all this trouble is to produce a reference that will give the calibrated airspeed for any observed airspeed (what you read on your airspeed indicator). Your data grid provides that correlation for several speeds, and plotting VC versus VO will give you that information for every airspeed. On a piece of graph paper, draw horizontal and vertical axes. Label the horizontal axis “Observed Airspeed” and the vertical axis “Calibrated Airspeed.” Then plot the corresponding pairs of VO and VC. Fair a line through the data points you just plotted as shown in Figure 3. If your line fits the data points well, you can extend it with a dashed line to show the predicted VO/VC correlation at speeds slower than the slowest airspeed you tested. Remember that this is only an extrapolation, and the difference be-



tween VO and VC generally increases at slower airspeeds. Do not rely on this extrapolation as a safe indication of how much faster than stall speed you are flying. Your stall speed testing will provide the observed stall speeds for different configurations, weights, and center-of-gravity locations. Don’t forget to perform the same



data reduction for those airspeeds you spot-checked with your airplane at a different weight. You can plot these data on your VO/VC graph to see how close they are to your original-weight line. If your spot-checked data points plot significantly above or below the line, you can fly another full airspeed calibration test at the second weight. Plot this line on



If you are looking for performance, we sell it! FAA certified Hydraulic or Electric Constant Speed Propellers for all high performance aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN’s, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-blade designs available up to 2000 hp. National, European and World Aerobatic Champions win with our specially designed, light weight, low noise and high performance propellers.



FAA STC for Pitts S2A and S2B, Cessna 172, 182, T/P210, Piper PA 46-310P/350P, PA60-601, 602 and more.



Headquarters:



Service Center:



MT-Propeller Entwicklung GmbH MT-Propeller USA, Inc. Flugplatz Straubing-Wallmühle 1180 Airport Terminal Drive D-94348 Atting, Germany De Land, FL 32724 Tel: 011-49-9429-94090, Fax: 011-49-9429-8432 Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected] e-mail: [email protected] Internet: www.mt-propeller.com



Vc vs Vo 170
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Calibrated Airspeed (kt)



150
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Observed Airspeed (kt) 70
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Figure 3 For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Test Pilot the same graph, and don’t forget to clearly label which is which. You can also plot lines for different configurations on the same graph if it’s not too cluttered. You now have a handy plot for your airplane’s flight manual for cross-country planning and in-flight reference.



Pilots deal with five airspeeds: Observed, Indicated, Calibrated, Equivalent, and True. If you modify your airplane externally after conducting these tests, you may have to fly another airspeed calibration if the modification affects the air flow near the static ports of your pitot-static system. Whether the modification affects your airspeed indication depends on where it is relative to your static ports. It’s a good idea to perform a spot-check of a few airspeeds after the modification. If the spot-checked data points don’t fall on the line, fly another complete airspeed calibration.



A Few Words About Judgment



800-221-9425 Fax 618-654-6591



wicksaircraft.com



Your oil is meant to be clean.



We mean to clean it. Typical Lycoming Installation 0-235 through I0-720



The leader in cleaner oil since 1963, Airwolf filter systems keep the oil in your aircraft cleaner, cooler and safer from particulate damage. Remote-mounting makes filter changes a convenient, no-mess snap. What’s more, our systems are STC’d on every Lycoming, Continental, Franklin, Pratt & Whitney, Jacobs, Warner and Wright piston engine in the sky. Endorsed by the engine OEMs, our filter systems clean your oil best, while our filter cutter allows you to track abnormal engine wear. Sean D. Tucker uses Airwolf systems exclusively, under the most rigorous conditions. Never a failure. Never an AD. We keep flying safer with properly filtered oil.



E TIM N LIFE TY O N S! RA R EM WA SYST ALL



m Fro 95 $2



15369 Madison Road, Middlefield, Ohio 44062 • Tel.: (440) 632-5136 • Fax: (440) 632-1685 Web: www.airwolf.com • e-mail: [email protected]



C a l l T o l l - f r e e : 1-800-326-1534 Also available for Wright, Franklin, Jacobs, and Pratt & Whitney engines



During your test flight you exercised good piloting judgment in selecting the test site, minimum test altitude, emergency action preparation, etc. During the data reduction you should exercise good engineering judgment. For example, if you noted on your test data card that your airspeed varied 5 knots during your timing run, throw away that data. If some data points seem to be well off the faired line, go back to your data card to see why. “Quality” notes on your test cards can be very useful after the flight to help explain data that doesn’t seem to fit. The more data you collect during the flight, the more confidence you’ll have in your results. Fly at least five or six airspeeds during your test. More is better! The speeds you select should cover the entire airspeed range for that configuration. The test speeds don’t have to be exact, but they should be close to your target speed. For example, if your plan calls for a 130-knot test run, but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you approach the start check point, that’s okay. Remember, you’ll fair a line through these points anyway, and there’s no good reason to abort an otherwise good setup just because you’re off a few knots. What you should not do is start the run at 126 knots and try to “make it up” by ending the run at 134 knots. The goal is a rock-steady airspeed for the entire run. Your first run was at 126 knots, your reciprocal run should be at 126 knots. Make a note of any potentially interfering events that occur during the run because that information may come in handy after the flight to explain apparent data anomalies. That’s it. The data reduction may seem a bit cumbersome at first, but you’ll master it in no time.



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering 
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

You repeat this until you've covered the entire range of possible climb airspeeds. If your airplane had a smoke system, the repeated climbs and descents.
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Mar 8, 2003 - feet above the water, you'll have to climb. No matter how .... House & Air Show ... ly, it depends on T-D, which is called excess thrust. The ratio ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

Maneuvering. Diagram. Flying safely inside the V-n boundaries. ED KOLANO knots calibrated airspeed, and stalls, wings-level, at 60 knots. It's a home- built, but ...
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